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FOR METROLOGY TASKS
MEWAG

For more than 150 years the employees of 
Frederic Steimer‘s family-owned company 
have been laying down the foundation 
for the present company. 

Since 1955 MEWAG has specialized in 

tube-bending machines. Great value has been 

directed into the development of new bending 

methods and modern, easy-to-use controls.
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When the Dutch subsidiary of Caterpillar was looking 

to replace its ageing tube-bending equipment used in 

manufacturing the hydraulic components for its heavy 

earth-moving equipment, it invited all global players in 

the tube-bending industry to submit a bid. In the end the 

decision was made to award the contract to MEWAG, a 

family-owned company with some 70 employees. 

MEWAG hails from an idyllic village in the Emmenthaler 

Valley in Switzerland, better known for its world-class 

cheeses than engineering prowess. Yet MEWAG got the 

contract because of its rock-solid reputation going back for 

more than 50 years, and the fact that it is the world‘s only 

builder of fully electric (i.e. non-hydraulic) tube and profile 

bending machines that can offer machines that cover tube 

radii from under an inch to nearly 20 cm.

The advantages of going fully electric are manifold. With 

hydraulic bending machines, the hydraulic oil needs to 

be kept within a specific temperature range, requiring an 

intricate heat exchange mechanism in need of constant 

maintenance. A typical bending machine may hold in excess 

of 300 liters of hydraulic oil, which can leak and also requires 

periodic changing. And, bringing mechanical parts into 

exact position hydraulically is difficult because hydraulic 

pressure is great at delivering concentrated force but is not 

particularly easy to dose.

The system MEWAG delivered to Caterpillar is a fully 

integrated, centrally controlled configuration comprising 4 tube 

bending machines of various capabilities. Importing CAD data, 

collision avoidance and simulation are fully inter-connected, 

giving operators full control over all crucial parameters.

Another argument speaking in MEWAG’s favor is its 

custom-made controller. With up to 15 CNC controlled axes, 

the controller is crucial in assuring smooth operation. The 

company‘s proprietary MTC-XP controller generation offers 

an open automation system that integrates into all bending-

machine subsystems. Sub-programs can be freely inserted, 

and the bending commands created can be displayed 

immediately in a 3D tube graphic. One of the highlights 

represents the so-called collision feature, which assures 

that machinery components and the tube itself stay clear of 

one another, which is paramount when creating programs 

for complicated tube shapes.



To provide feedback on how the tube machine is performing, 

a metrology system needs to be implemented, whereby 

finished tubes are inspected for dimensional integrity. 

Based on the feedback provided, minute adjustments are 

made in the bending program to compensate for whatever 

deviations may have been observed. 

The delivery to Caterpillar marked MEWAG’s migration 

to an OEM metrology solution. MEWAG chose Hexagon 

Manufacturing Intelligence to provide ROMER articulated 

arms for both the Caterpillar order as well as all future jobs 

of similar complexity. 

Andrew Barclay, General Manager, Hexagon Switzerland: 

“MEWAG is an important strategic partner for us in the 

very demanding field of providing complete high-accuracy 

tube bending solutions. Our solutions gives the customer 

a solution for both an in-process check and high level 

metrology data for conformity. The offering of these two top 

product combinations enhances the respective perfomance 

of both and enables us to meet real new challenges together. 

There is no better way to demonstrate the authority and 

competence of MEWAG than to provide both the bending 

and the measuring solution to his customer 

as a complete solution.”
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Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence helps industrial 
manufacturers develop the disruptive technologies 
of today and the life-changing products of tomorrow. 
As a leading metrology and manufacturing solution 
specialist, our expertise in sensing, thinking and acting 
– the collection, analysis and active use of measurement 
data – gives our customers the confidence to increase 
production speed and accelerate productivity while 
enhancing product quality.

Through a network of local service centres, production 
facilities and commercial operations across 
five continents, we are shaping smart change in 
manufacturing to build a world where quality drives 
productivity. For more information, visit HexagonMI.com.

Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence is part of Hexagon 
(Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B; hexagon.com), a leading 
global provider of information technologies that drive 
quality and productivity across geospatial and industrial 
enterprise applications.
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